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TMS Basics


Perilesional mapping (Najib et al., 2011)
TMS FDA Status: four devices approved

Neuronetics: major depression

Nexstim: motor / language mapping

Brainsway: major depression

eNeura: migraine
Better seizure control with improved targeting in TLE: 1 Hz rTMS in TLE; trial in progress
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Deep TMS H-Coil System
Brainsway Inc.
Measures of Cortical Inhibition by Paired-Pulse TMS (ppTMS) in Epilepsy

Rotenberg and Pascual-Leone, 2010
Loss of cortical inhibition after TBI

Hsieh et al. ETP 2013; in progress
Gradual loss of parvalbumin (PV)-cells after TBI
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Gradual loss of parvalbumin (PV)-cells after TBI
ppTMS as a biomarker in TBI treatment

Goodrich et al., J. Neurotrauma 2013

Hameed et al., in progress
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